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Libri di testo “IDENTITY A2 to B1” -  OXFORD  
Units: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 
 
v GRAMMAR: 
ü Revision of grammar contents from last year's syllabus: present simple & adverbs of 

frequency; present simple v present continuous; imperatives (positive and negative); 
countable and uncountable nouns; some, any, no. 

ü Much, many, a lot of/lots of, a few, a little 
ü Too much, too many, (not) enough; too + adjective + enough 
ü Past simple: be, can, regular verbs, irregular verbs 
ü Past continuous 
ü Past continuous vs past simple 
ü Comparative adjectives 
ü (Not) as …as, less (than) 
ü Superlative adjectives 
ü Be going to: intentions and predictions 
ü Present continuous: future arrangements 
ü Be going to vs present continuous 
ü Will: predictions and future facts, offers promises, spontaneous decisions 
ü 1st conditional 
ü When, as soon as, unless 
ü Present perfect 
ü Present perfect + ever & never 
ü Present perfect + just, still, yet & already 
ü Present perfect: been/gone 
ü Present perfect vs past simple 
 
v VOCABULARY 
ü Portions and containers 
ü Adjectives for food and drink 
ü The family 
ü Jobs 
ü Past time expressions 
ü Parts of the house and furniture 
ü Sequencers 
ü The natural world 
ü Animals 
ü Job characteristics 
ü Future time expressions 
ü Places in cities 
ü Compound nouns: cities 
ü Adjectives for cities 
ü Sports 
ü Sports: places, equipment and people 
 
v COMPETENCES 
ü Talk about quantity, diet and food 
ü In a café 
ü Talk about family 
ü Talk about the past 
ü Describing people 
ü Talk about houses 
ü Showing interest 
ü Talk about places 
ü Make comparisons 



ü Talking about the weather 
ü Talk about jobs 
ü Talk about intentions and predictions 
ü Talk about future arrangements 
ü Talking on the phone 
ü Talk about cities 
ü Talk about the future 
ü Talk about real conditions 
ü Asking for and giving directions 
ü Talk about sports 
ü Talk about experiences 
ü Making arrangements 
ü Talk about recent actions 

 
v CULTURE 
ü British food and drink 
ü Henry VIII and his wives 
ü Welcome to the White House 
ü The USA, a land of extremes 
ü The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 
ü Commonwealth sports 
ü National festivities 

 
v Educazione Civica: “Realtà virtuale e dipendenze” - “The Social Dilemma” “How Social 

Media is destroying society” 
 
Sono state inoltre svolte attività di reading comprehension e listening comprehension presenti 
nelle varie unità, nonché la visione dei video proposti come introduzione dell’unità. 
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